
 Terms and conditions for website use - non member 
 * customer commitment 
 To provide the member with the latest of the news and events within the cannabis industry. 
 To give them access to shops and venues that have been reviewed and approved for 
 good quality and high standards. 
 10% of the member fee is donated to the foundation for the efforts of the clean up 
 projects. 
 Coupons and discounts monthly for products, services and events. 
 A process of due diligence is followed with all our affiliates and sponsors to ensure safe 
 and reputable products from trusted and reliable suppliers. 
 The utmost diligence is taken in the listed service and product providers. Complains 
 however may be forwarded to us. We may not be able to be involved in the resolution but 
 it will enable us to rate suppliers better and ensure only the best are listed on the website. 
 We take the utmost care in the producing and editing of our promotional materials and try 
 to be non offensive, not produce harmful or obscene content and remain fair and 
 objective. Not partake in the advertising of illegal activities. 
 * website use, coupons and discount redeeming and other benefit use limitations 
 and terms and conditions 
 Coupons and discounts offered to members via the website and or the newsletter, cannot 
 be exchanged or refunded for money. 
 Terms and conditions from the discount or coupon offering will be applicable. 
 Coupons and discounts are not interchangeable between suppliers and or products 
 Aaptwak has no involvement in the buying process so no liability for orders not received or 
 other related purchasing query. Between the purchaser and the seller. 
 Purchases made on the aaptwak website for branded items are a transaction between 
 aaptwak and purchaser and will be deemed as aaptwak liability for service or product 
 delivery requirements. 
 Redeeming vouchers and coupons are limited to one per customer. 
 All discounts and coupons and vouchers must be considered with the limitations and 
 terms of the overall supplier first before their terms and conditions of such coupon, 
 voucher and or discount. 
 * privacy policy & POPI 
 Using this website service, all sales related information that may be used in the production 
 of future sales and marketing campaigns to optimize customer experience, without 
 jeopardizing personal information, may be shared with sponsors. 
 Standard popi disclaimer please. 


